Alaska Range Climbing Gear list 2020
TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT
______________________________________________________________________________
Ice Axe: We recommend a short 50-55cm tool with a slightly dropped tip and curved
shaft.
Technical Tools: The best tools on the market right now are Petzl Nomic. Bring two.
Crampons: Crampons need to have a good ﬁt with your boots. Horizontal front
points and anti-balling plates.
Alpine Climbing Harness: We recommend a modern alpine harness featuring gear
loops and a belay loop.
Belay Device: Basic tube-style device that can accept a variety of rope diameters.
2 Locking Carabiners: Large pear shaped auto lockers are preferred. a
manufactured PAS is suﬃcient.
Climbing Helmet: Light weight climbing rated helmet. A good helmet is adjustable to
ﬁt your head with or without a warm hat. Your helmet must have clips to securely
attach a headlamp.
Avalanche Beacon: Your beacon should be a modern digital beacon. Come with new
batteries in your beacon as well as one extra set.

FOOTWEAR
______________________________________________________________________________
Mountain Boots: A full shank, welted and insulated mountaineering boot.
Camp boots: Warm winter boot
Down Booties: great for camp
Shortie Gaiters: Gaiters will protect you pants while wearing crampons as well as
keep snow a debris out of your boots and shoes.
Socks: 3-4 pair medium weight wool or synthetic socks.
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GLOVES
______________________________________________________________________________
Mid-Weight Insulated Glove: A well ﬁtting glove with with light insulation, good
dexterity and leather palm.
Insulated Glove or Mitten: We like the warmth to weight ratio of a good mitten.
HEAD
______________________________________________________________________________
Beanie: You might want to bring 2 just incase. We recommend one warm and one
medium weight Beanie.
Buﬀ/Neck Gaiter: We recommend a lightweight buﬀ as it has many uses.
Goggles: We really like goggles with changeable lenses for use in bright and low light.
They should also be compatible with your helmet.
Sun Glasses: Even if you always prefer to ski in goggles, sun glasses are needed for
the up. Goggles will get fogged with sweat.

UPPER BODY
______________________________________________________________________________
Hardshell Jacket: This jacket should have a hood, be lightweight and fully
waterproof.
Soft Shell Jacket: This is your “Go” jacket, a wind and water resistant layer that adds
a bit of insulation. You’ll wear this jacket all the time. I like something mid weight for
the Blanc.
Light Weight Puﬀy: A lightly insulated synthetic puﬀy.
Mid Weight Down Parka: A light construction 800 ﬁll down Jacket w/ hood.
Base Layers: A light and mid weight base layer. One of each gives the most options.
Mid Layer: A warmer mid layer
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LOWER BODY
______________________________________________________________________________
Hard Shell Pants: light GoreTex, side zip hard shell pant. A highly compressible
emergency shell.
Soft shell Pants: Comfortable ﬁt soft shell pants will be your daily use pant. These
pants should ﬁt when paired with your base layer.
Base layer bottoms: Silk weight synthetic or wool blend base layer bottoms.
Underwear: Non Cotton underwear 2-3 pair
Insulated pants: These insulated pants are more for camp than when we are out.
PERSONAL GEAR
______________________________________________________________________________
Climbing Pack: 30-40 liter climbing backpack, simple light weight climbing speciﬁc
Backpacks are important.
Trekking Poles: Three section collapsible poles are preferred, snow baskets
necessary.
PERSONAL GEAR
_____________________________________________________________________________
Sleeping Bag: -20 Degree sleeping bag
Sleeping Pad: We recommend an insulated blow up pad
Water bottle and Hydration system. Both a water bottle and a hydration system
are recommended.
Cup spoon and bowl: Mug for hot drinks, bowl for meals and utensil to eat with
Toiletry Kit: Keep it simple; Toothbrush, toothpaste and ﬂoss, hand sanitizer, contacts,
Razor etc.
Sleeping Bag Liner: Silk or cotton sleeping bag liner to be used in huts.
Water bottle and Hydration system. Both a water bottle and a hydration system
are recommended.
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Toiletry Kit: Keep it simple; Toothbrush, toothpaste and ﬂoss, hand sanitizer, contacts,
Razor etc.
Personal First Aid Kit: Band aids, aspirin, ibuprofen, blister kit. Don’t forget personal
medication.
Sun Screen and Lip Protection: Make sure its new and at least 50 spf. small tubes
are best.
Travel Clothes: Your choice! Don’t forget a camera and your phone!
Duﬀel Bag: You should be able to ﬁt Everything inside this Duﬀel.
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